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Welcome to Wagtail’s Class Newsletter 
 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
I hope that you are all enjoying the New Year. The Wagtail’s have settled back into school brilliantly and are working 
extremely hard. 
 
What will we be learning? 
We are well under way with the teaching of Phase 3 Phonics which concentrates upon learning digraphs and trigraphs. So far 
we have learnt sh, ch, th, ng, oo, oa, ar, ee, ai and igh. These are quite complicated but the children are coping well. Our 
topic is Once Upon a Time… and is based upon traditional tales. The children are really enjoying putting on shows, reading 
stories and learning about the characters within them
sweetie house! Inside, the role play space is an enchanted forest. The children have so far added toadstools, fairies, bats and 
tree trolls. They are really enjoying dressing up in here and performing fairy tales to the class. 
activities every day when the children have a
activities. 
Our maths began with some work on time. We sequenced days of the week, months and learnt all about measures of time. 
This week we are concentrating upon recognisin
to teach children counting and number facts. Our ‘learn its’ are 1+1, 2+2, 3+3 and 4+4. We play lots of games to help the 
children know these calculations as quick recall facts. Soon 
I think they will really enjoy. Addition and subtraction are the next areas to work upon.
In dance we have been listening and moving to ‘Peter and the Wolf’. Outdoor PE is improving our ski
equipment and concentrating upon staying warm!!!
 
Homework 
It is expected that all children will read daily at home and practice their key word footprints. Additionally, Mathletics 
homework is now being set and I have heard from s
password for this is inside their yellow homework folder.
the learning which is taking place in class as a pr
a family member or other adult friend discussing the talk homework. This is to improve their communication and language 
skills. The talk topic will be posted on the class blog on
will also bring home a piece of handwriting
handwriting need to be completed by the Tuesday of each week. 
 
Toys from Home 
I would like to request that the children do not bring into school any toys from home. We have had a few very upset children 
when things have been misplaced. They also distract the children from their learning.
 
Working together 
Thank you so much for all the wonderful WOW’s we are receiving from you. Please keep sending in these as they really help 
us to gain a bigger picture of what your child is capable of. It would be great to hear about their use of computers and 
technology out of school as this is an area I need to assess.
 
Book Share 
Book share continues to happen every Tuesday at 2:55pm. It is a time to come into the class and enjoy sharing stories 
together. Younger siblings are welcome, please just ensure that you sign in on the sheet in 
 
Other class information 
We are lucky enough to have lots of parent helpers already in our class. What would be really helpful is some parent helpers 
who can offer some time from 8:45am to 9am on a regular basis to hear readers. Maybe you 
you think you could help with this please just let me know.
 
Many Thanks, 
 
Kate Woodward 
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I hope that you are all enjoying the New Year. The Wagtail’s have settled back into school brilliantly and are working 

der way with the teaching of Phase 3 Phonics which concentrates upon learning digraphs and trigraphs. So far 
we have learnt sh, ch, th, ng, oo, oa, ar, ee, ai and igh. These are quite complicated but the children are coping well. Our 

ime… and is based upon traditional tales. The children are really enjoying putting on shows, reading 
stories and learning about the characters within them. You may have noticed our play-house is now Hansel and Gretel’s 

space is an enchanted forest. The children have so far added toadstools, fairies, bats and 
tree trolls. They are really enjoying dressing up in here and performing fairy tales to the class. 
activities every day when the children have a chance to read, write and talk about traditional tales in a variety of engaging 

Our maths began with some work on time. We sequenced days of the week, months and learnt all about measures of time. 
This week we are concentrating upon recognising teen numbers. We have also begun Big Maths which is a program designed 
to teach children counting and number facts. Our ‘learn its’ are 1+1, 2+2, 3+3 and 4+4. We play lots of games to help the 
children know these calculations as quick recall facts. Soon the children will have Beat That tests on these calculations which 
I think they will really enjoy. Addition and subtraction are the next areas to work upon. 
In dance we have been listening and moving to ‘Peter and the Wolf’. Outdoor PE is improving our ski
equipment and concentrating upon staying warm!!! 

It is expected that all children will read daily at home and practice their key word footprints. Additionally, Mathletics 
homework is now being set and I have heard from several children that they are really enjoying this.
password for this is inside their yellow homework folder. A topic to talk about will also be given weekly. This will be linked to 
the learning which is taking place in class as a pre learning activity. It is expected that your child will spend some time with 
a family member or other adult friend discussing the talk homework. This is to improve their communication and language 

will be posted on the class blog on the school website and be in the weekly roundup letter. The children 
will also bring home a piece of handwriting with patterns and letters which have been taught in school. Mathletics and 
handwriting need to be completed by the Tuesday of each week.  

I would like to request that the children do not bring into school any toys from home. We have had a few very upset children 
They also distract the children from their learning. 

ch for all the wonderful WOW’s we are receiving from you. Please keep sending in these as they really help 
us to gain a bigger picture of what your child is capable of. It would be great to hear about their use of computers and 

this is an area I need to assess. 

Book share continues to happen every Tuesday at 2:55pm. It is a time to come into the class and enjoy sharing stories 
together. Younger siblings are welcome, please just ensure that you sign in on the sheet in the classroom.

 

We are lucky enough to have lots of parent helpers already in our class. What would be really helpful is some parent helpers 
who can offer some time from 8:45am to 9am on a regular basis to hear readers. Maybe you could offer 1 morning a week? If 
you think you could help with this please just let me know. 
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Our maths began with some work on time. We sequenced days of the week, months and learnt all about measures of time. 
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In dance we have been listening and moving to ‘Peter and the Wolf’. Outdoor PE is improving our skills controlling different 
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